Abstract. We study non-degenerate involutive set-theoretic solutions (X, r) of the Yang-Baxter equation, we call them simply solutions. We show that the structure group G(X, r) of a finite non-trivial solution (X, r) cannot be an Engel group. It is known that the structure group G(X, r) of a finite multipermutation solution (X, r) is a poly-Z group, thus our result gives a rich source of examples of braided groups and left braces G(X, r) which are poly-Z groups but not Engel groups.
Introduction
Braces were introduced by Rump [15] to study non-degenerate involutive settheoretic solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation.
Recall that a left brace is a set B with two operations, + and ·, such that (B, +) is an abelian group, (B, ·) is a group and for every a, b, c ∈ B, In fact the socle of a left brace B is an ideal of B, that is, a normal subgroup of its multiplicative group invariant by the maps L a for all a ∈ B. In particular, Soc(B)
is also a subgroup of the additive group of B. Note that if a, b ∈ Soc(B), then
. Therefore the quotient of the multiplicative group B/ Soc(B) is also the quotient of the additive group and (B/ Soc(B), +, ·) is a left brace, the left brace quotient of B modulo its ideal Soc(B).
Let X be a non-empty set. Recall that a map r : X × X −→ X × X is a set-theoretic solution of the Yang-Baxter equation if r 12 r 23 r 12 = r 23 r 12 r 23 , where r 12 , r 23 : X × X × X −→ X × X × X are the maps r 12 = r × id X and r 23 = id X × r. We will write r(x, y) = ( x y, x y ). The map r is non-degenerate if for every x ∈ X the maps y → x y and y → y x are bijective, r is involutive if
Convention. By a solution of the YBE (or shortly, a solution) we mean a nondegenerate involutive set-theoretic solution (X, r) of the Yang-Baxter equation.
Let (X, r) be a solution of the YBE. The structure group of (X, r) is the group G(X, r) with presentation
(Some authors call G(X, r) the YB group of (X, r)).
It follows from the results in [8] that X is naturally embedded in G(X, r). One can define a sum on G(X, r) such that (G(X, r), +) is a free abelian group with basis X. Moreover, (G(X, r), +, ·) is a left brace such that x y = L x (y) ∈ X for all x, y ∈ X, see [5, 9] .
We say that this is the canonical left brace structure on G(X, r). It is known that the group G acts on the set X from the left (and from the right). Moreover, the assignments x → L x extend to a group homomorphism L :
The image L(G) of this homomorphism is a subgroup of Sym X called the permutation group of (X, r) and denoted by G(X, r). It is known that G(X, r) := r) ) (as sets). Thus G(X, r) inherits a structure of a left brace via this natural isomorphism of groups, we say that this is the canonical structure of a left brace on G(X, r). Moreover,
as symmetric groups (i.e. involutive braided groups) and as left braces, [9, 5] .
In this paper, we prove some general results about braces and apply these to study the close relations between the properties of solutions (X, r) and their associated left braces G(X, r). This is in the spirit of [9] and [5] .
Some results on G(X, r)
The results of this section were motivated by a result from [9] , which assures that the structure group G(X, r) of a non-trivial solution (X, r) of the Yang Baxter cannot be a two-sided brace.
Let (B, +, ·) be a left brace. As usual, for any a, b ∈ B and positive integer m, ab will denote a · b and a m will denote a · a · · · a (where a appears m times).
Lemma 1. Let B be a left brace whose additive group (B, +) is torsion-free.
Assume that a, b ∈ B and that there is an integer n(a, b) such that a * (a * (. . . a * (a * b) . . .)) = 0 (where a occurs n(a, b) times and b once in this equation). Assume moreover that L a n = id for some integer n. Then a * b = 0 or equivalently,
Let m be a positive integer. Let
Since L a n = id, we have
and thus
Hence
for all positive integer k.
Suppose that e 1 (a, b) = a * b = 0. Let n(a, b) be the smallest positive integer such that e n(a,b) (a, b) = 0. Then, by (2),
Since (B, +) is torsion-free, we have that e n(a,b)−1 (a, b) = 0, in contradiction with the definition of n(a, b).
Let G be a group. Following the notation of [14] , for g, h ∈ G, we denote by Proof. Let a ∈ B and c ∈ Soc(B). Note that
Let b ∈ B. Since [B : Soc(B)] = n < ∞ and Soc(B) is an ideal of B, nb ∈ Soc(B).
Since (B, ·) is an Engel group, there exists a positive integer m such that
(where a occurs m times). Hence
(where a −1 appears m times). But (B, +) is torsion free, hence
where a −1 occurs m times.
B is a trivial left brace.
We call a left brace B left nilpotent if B n = 0 for some n, where B n+1 = B * B n is the chain introduced by Rump in [15] . As a consequence of Lemma 1 and Theorem 2, we have the following two results. Proof. Since G(X, r)/ Soc(G(X, r)) ∼ = G(X, r) is a subgroup of the symmetric group Sym X of the finite set X, we have that [G(X, r) : Soc(G(X, r))] < ∞.
In particular, (X, r) is the trivial solution.
It is known that any ordered abelian-by-finite group is abelian, see for example [12, Section 4] . It is also known that any torsion-free nilpotent group is ordered (see [13, Lemma 13.1.6]). Recall that if (X, r) is a finite solution of the YBE, then G(X, r) is a torsion-free, solvable and abelian-by-finite group (see [8] and [10] ).
Therefore, if G(X, r) is nilpotent, then it is abelian. In this case the canonical left brace structure on G(X, r) is trivial and (X, r) is the trivial solution. We have the following related result. Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 2.
Right nilpotent left braces
Etingof, Schedler and Soloviev in [8] introduced the retract solution of a given solution of the YBE. Let (X, r) be a solution of the YBE. The retract relation ∼ on the set X with respect to r is defined by x ∼ y if σ x = σ y , where σ x (z) = x z.
Then the retraction of (X, r) is Ret(X, r) = ([X], r [X] ), where [X] = X/ ∼ and
where [x] denotes the ∼-class of x ∈ X. We define Ret 1 (X, r) = Ret(X, r) and Recall that if B is a left brace, then the map r :
is a solution of the YBE. This is the solution of the YBE associated with the left brace B (see [6] ). 
Embedding solutions and groups into finite braces and finite rings
In this section we will show that a finite solution of the YBE can be embedded (in an explicit way) into a finite left brace. Recall that it was shown in [9] that there is a canonical one-to-one correspondence between left braces and symmetric groups (in the sense of Takeuchi [17] ). Therefore Proposition 6 also shows explicitly how to embed a finite solution of the YBE into a finite symmetric group. Proof. Let G = G(X, r) be the structure group of the finite solution (X, r). We know that the additive group of the left brace (G, +, .) associated with G is free abelian with basis X and
Consider the set I = {ng | g ∈ G(X, r)}. We claim that I is an ideal of the brace G, that is, I is a normal subgroup of the multiplicative group (G, .) which is invariant with respect to the left actions by elements of G, [5] . It is clear that I is an additive subgroup of (G, +) and I ⊆ Soc(G(X, r)). Then for u, v ∈ I one has uv = u
Thus, I is a normal subgroup of (G, .) which is also invariant under the left action by elements of G. Therefore I is an ideal of the left brace (G, +, .). It is not difficult to show that brace quotient B = G/I is a finite left brace of order n m , where m is the cardinality of X. Observe also that for any two elements x, y ∈ X, x = y, one has x − y / ∈ I, since the additive group of (G, +) is free abelian with a basis X.
Now the restriction of the natural map G → G/I = B on the set X is injective.
The proposition has been proved. Let p be a prime. By [6, Lemma 8.1], every finite p-group is isomorphic to a subgroup of the adjoint group of a finite nilpotent ring R such that R has cardinality a power of p. Let G be a finite nilpotent group. Let p 1 , . . . p m be the the distinct prime divisors of the order of G. Let P i be the Sylow p i -subgroup of G. Then P i is isomorphic to a subgroup of the adjoint group of a finite nilpotent ring R i . Since G ∼ = P 1 × · · · × P m , it is clear that G is isomorphic to a subgroup of the adjoint group of the finite nilpotent ring R 1 × · · · × R m . If R is a ring, then the adjoint semigroup of R is defined by a • b = a + b + a · b.
By following the technique of the proof of [6, Lemma 8.1] we get the following result.
Proposition 7. Let G be a group and let R be a ring (with unit). Then G is isomorphic to a subgroup of the adjoint semigroup of the group ring R[G].
Proof. Let f : G −→ R[G] be the map defined by f (g) = g − 1, for g ∈ G. Clearly f is injective. Let g, h ∈ G. We have that f (gh) = gh − 1 = (g − 1)(h − 1) + g − 1 + h − 1 = (g − 1)
Therefore f is an injective homomorphism of semigroups from G into the adjoint semigroup of R[G].
